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Quarter Dollar Five Dollar Fifty Dollar 
aggressive argumentative belligerent pugnacious*

angry furious enraged irate*
annoying irritating inflammatory aggravating*
arguable debatable contentious litigious*

awful horrible vile atrocious*
big large enormous immense*

boring dull bland banal*
brave courageous fearless intrepid*
cheap thrifty frugal parsimonious*

different disagreeing inconsistent discrepant*
doubtful suspicious skeptical dubious*
exciting thrilling riveting scintillating*

extra unnecessary excess superfluous*
fake mock contrived spurious*
fancy extravagant lavish opulent*
firm stubborn unyielding tenacious*

friendly outgoing extroverted gregarious*
grouchy irritable cantankerous irascible*

guilty responsible liable culpable*
happy joyous elated blithe*

hardworking thorough diligent assiduous*
harmful lethal toxic deleterious*
harsh bitter biting acrid*

irregular unpredictable haphazard erratic*
kind giving generous munificent*
kind caring benevolent humane*
loud roaring ear-splitting vociferous*
mad furious livid vehement*
many numerous countless myriad*
mean evil malicious malevolent*
mean hateful spiteful rancorous*
model typical classic archetypal*
nasty foul vile squalid*
nice cordial genial amicable*
noisy feisty boisterous obstreperous*

not related unrelated irrelevant extraneous* 
pale sickly ashen pallid*

perfect ideal quintessential exemplary*
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private isolated reclusive sequestered*
secret undercover covert surreptitious*
secret undercover stealthy furtive*
short brief temporary transitory*
shy timid reserved reticent*

small tiny petite slight*
snobby conceited egotistic arrogant*
tacky showy gaudy obtrusive*

unoriginal commonplace clichéd trite*
wise cautious shrewd prudent*

wrong untrue misleading fallacious*
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